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It was the purpose of this study to find out it children's,;

compositions would improve as a result of teaching theca the compo-.

nants and use of a descriptive writing scale so that they could

rate their own compositions and those of other children. Neces.

sary to this purpose was the revision and adaptation of the Ander...

son Scale
1

so that it could be used by children.

Preliminary Considerations Riantim

Construction of the Revised Scale

The Use of Stories

Review ofte6ge literature revealed the'importance of ill.'

pio "Gitfg the quality of creative writing. Although there was no

one accepted definition of creative writing, authors agreed con,

cerning,the need for children to be able to write about whatever;

they wished. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, creative

writing was defined as writing in which the child was free to

Eleanor Anderson et al.., "Cone notion and Evaluation Of
a Scale for Creative Writing" (unpublished Ed.M. thesis, Boston
University, 1957).

so)t

52
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write about Subjects of his own choosing.

Review of he literature fOrther-.r,50410d,tilit the 'authors
A

considered a "self felt purpose for writing" and a "sense of-audi

+zoriee" important-factors_in,the improvement of written Composition..

Thus it seemed that story writing was the logical vehicle to imple-

ment the purposes of this study. It was felt that story writing

could satisfy the adopted-definitiln of creative writing and in-

Corporate those. factors considered important influences in the

improvement of writing.

Review of the Anderson Scale
.

. .

In 1457 a group of seven people constructed the Anderson'

Scale to help teachers and researchers evaluate composition and

diagnose writing problems. The Anderson Scale was a descriptive

scale consisting of lour categories, namely, Originality, Vocab-

ulary, Organisation, and Elaborative Thinking. These categorie%

were held to be important by the authors of that time and the

seven writers of the scale. Each of these categories was giin

a numerical value of 0, 1, 2, and 3. The four categories yielded

p maximum total score of twelve points.

After the scale was donstrected the seven authors used'

the scale and rated thirty compobitions independently. They then

discussed discrepancies in )ihe scoring and revised the wording of



0
the 'scale accordingly. Following this revision, the seven authors

rated fourteen additionil compositions and found that *. . the

variation of suh-category scores was narrowed to within ti range of

one point."1 It was at this point that the final seals was

..0

',54

adopted.

Consideratimis Regarding the Format

of the Revisid Sale

Revised Scale Would Be
a Four-Point Scale

Wheh the Anderson Scale was constructed, the authors de-

cided on a four-point scale to eliminate the tendency of raters to

select the middle score in odd-numbered scales. Since that time

an experiment was conducted by McColloy and Remstedi to compare a

four-point and six-point composition rating scale for general

merit.

McColloy and Remsted chose to compare the four-point and

six-point scales because a two-point scale was not considered suf-

4

ficiently discriminatory, and odd-numbered scales were thought to

encourage raters to select the middle score. They compared the

1
.Anderson et al., "Construction andEvaluation.of a Scale

for Creative WritilnTp. 71.'

o
'William McColloy and Robilort Romped, "Composition Rating

Scale for General Merit: An Experimental Evaluationit Journal of

Educational Research, LIX (Gelber, 1965), 55-57.
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four4 and six - point scales on ,the basis of.their sensitivity,

liability, and applicability.

Although the experimenterM fouhd'ne stat4stiCallY'eiinift..;

,

cant difference in either sensitivity or reliabilt0,between the

four- and six-point scales, they concluded that tha four- point.
OOP.'

scale was superior to the sib, -point scale because it was easier

to use. The authors found that there was ". . . comparatively

greater difficulty in orienting the raters to the more extensive

scale and in their using it. "1 Forittiis reason, it was decided

that the revised scale would be a four-point'scale.

Revised Scale Would Have

.EarCoLenents

It was decided that there would be four categories tothe

Revised Scale based on the assumption that intermediate grade

children could handle. no more than four. categories effectively.

It was further decided that each of the four categories would

contain a description of four ratings which correspOnded to the

terms poor, fair, good, and excellent.

1
Ibid., p. SS.
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Considerations Regarding ,the Content

of the Revised Scale

It was felt that the categories of, the scale ariOUldi re.

fleet those-elements-of effective writing which contempOrar$v

authore-considor both necessary and appropriate for improving com-

position in the middle grades. In addition, it was, the opinion of

the writer that each category should also contain the following:

1. Examples of errors most commonly made in the middle

grades so that the children using the scalevould be

made aware of what detracts from effective writing.

2. A 3 rating which described a composition slightly

better than the best that is written by children ;Of

this age so that all children using the scale would

be challenged to grow in composition.

Therefore, it was decided to base the content of the scale

on the results of a review of contemporary literature and an exam-:

ination of stories written by children.

nninirg the of the Revised Scale

A Review of Contemporary Literature.

Review of the literature revealed that contemporary writori.,

are of the opinion)thatuvocabulary, elahorition,organdsailon, and



''-struoture 404 important components of good wtiting Onid:that.Ohil.71'

drenra compositiOn WoU1d be Oeatly iiproVid:40 a r444.1.t'.0f.

struction in theee'areat. Xt.a160:revealed-thOae aapedta Of.-:theie
: : ,. .

cdnponents that were conoider40 appropriate_ for use in -the middle '..'

grades. Thus, Vocabulary, Elaboration, Organisation, and Struetur*

became the four components of the Revised SCale.

:An Examination of Children's Stories

After reviewing contemporaryliteratUreto ascertain the

'major factors of-effective written communication,,the author-4X44-::.

fined approximately 1,000 sixth -grade compositions that,,had-been

collected during the year preceding this. study. The storie0,We

examined for vocabulary, elaboration organization, and structure

to determine the following:

.1.. What was the quality of vocabulary, elaboration,

organisation, -and. structure exhibited in children's

compositions?

2. How did this quality compare with .that urged by

contemporary authors?

Since the intention waeto create a .tort' rating that would

describe a story slightly better-than the best stories written by..

- children of t4s age, it was decided that. for each of the compmr

vents, the stories would be sorted into three groups according
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...thacctuolitv of the ccaponentibeing.considerrd, A fourth'gro

would thou bicrested which would rofloot; the difference in vials!,

,4ty oxhibitod in the best stories onctAkrged by 0OntamporkryauthOrei

lb's+, four groupings would Corraspond.to the 0,4, 2, 3 Subcategory:

scores of the scale.

Vocabulary in Childrenta Stories,

When examined for vocabulary, the seeped to fall

naturally into three categories. .The stories weakebt in vocabulary

were.characterized by the lack of variety of word choice, lack of

deScriptiVe words and expressions, and use of vag4e, generaloun.

interesting words. These stories sounded lifeless and dull.

Its second group of stories were also weak in vocabulary*

but'they included some use of synonyms and a few interesting Words

and expresiions which sot them apart from the poorest stories.

The third grOup used vocabulary that was adequately do-

sdriptive and exact. They also showed some ability to use words

in new and interesting ways.

According to the review of the literature, the following

factors contribute to an effective written vocabularyt

1. Preciiion and variety Of word choice
-

2. Use of sense words and desqriptive words and expres-

) Ao
along

.4



Use o unusual expressions

comparisons.

The top group of _stories showed that children of .ai

do have the ability to use all of these factors to embellish thei

-stories. What was lacking was over-all excellence. Rarely did

chill use all of these factors consistently throughout his stories,

It was decided,dthenithat the highest score on'the'vocab'--"

ulary scale, the 3 rating, would stress the use'of a variety of

new and interesting words and comparisons to create vivid impres-
.

siOns;

Elaboration: in Children's Stories

Whin examined for elaboration, the stories showed that,

on the whole, children of this age tend to list events with re14,.

tively few supporting ideas or details. The poorest stories suf.

fered from a lack of related ideas to the point where the story

'meaning was unclear and hard to follow. Ideas were often sug-

gested but never carried out.. It was often difficult to connect

one story idea with the next.

The group of stories that would correspond.to al rating

had the same flaws as the stories that would be rated 2, but to a

lesser degree. Ideals were only soietimeaunclear and hard to f14.
4

low. Although these stories had some detail, the use of detail



inadequate,- ituah more. 46411 WO Mod

,The'atories in the next group were goO$1.atordea6-; Tasac

d smoothly from,one idea to the nextb.buto in general; 'they
;,

',de impression on the reader. 'Details were often *de-
,

quateor overdone-. Quite often the ideas rambled on without moving

the story forward. Yet, within this group of stories, there was

evidence that children could use ideol and details. to spark their

Writing.

In the literature, authors agree that an effective writer

enriches his story with a variety of ideas and details thait mak0

people, places, and events come alive. An examination: of thebest:

Ohildpen's stories showed that children of this age were not 001.1:7,

sistent in their use of details for this purpose.

It was decided, therefore, that the fourth category, or

the 3 rating, in elaboration would stress .the use Of,a variety of

related ideas and details to create vivid impressions.

Organization in Children's Stories

When examined for organization, it war: found that the.

poorest stories had ideas arranged in such a jumble that there

.oas 'no point to the story. quite often the story just started

and stopped. There )as no beginning, middle, or end.
.

The stories in the second group has a main ideasbut man



irrelevant and'OorlY-erranged event, - suOlysthete'031)*!041(

beginning and/or ending. /.4

The a4thors 'of the stories in the third group were le'tc,-'
s .

:Write a story that had a good, beginning) sild4e; and ending,

though some events were poorly arranged,.there Were no irrelevant
.

events, In 'many stories the action did not build to a climax.

Quite often action rambled without even reaching a climax.

Although a story really is not a stogy unless it has a

climax, the lack of a high point occurred in Many otherwise good

compositions. it seemed to the author that much more serious'

handicaps to writers of this age were the "faCiure to eliminate

irrelevant events and to start the story with a beginning that

captures interest.
.

in the literature, the followfing were cited as effeitive

ser.

elements of .ozganizations

1. The Oesentation of ideas in a logical, effeltive

sequence.

2. A main idea that ties all story parts together.

3. A good beginning and conclusion,

4. Action that builds to a climax.

. An examination of children's stories showed that children.,

should be mad9sore aware of those spots of organisation that Si,

make a story interesting to a reader., Tttereforel*the highest cats'



gory in orgenfeltiOn would,etresethe ar*Nementifjdeae IA 01'
. -

ythat4t interesting ad well ai easy 1A

.

Structure in Children's Stories

The most noticeable featUre-cfAtories weakest iketrioc

tore was the lack of any sentence sense. The stories were

a jumble of omiesions.and sentence fragments that they could barely

.be deciphered. When read aloud, one idea bumped into the:next so

that the stCry''sourded ridiculous end senseleo.

Although the second group of_storiet contained many run-on
4

and incomplete sentences, there was evidence that the writers of

these stories had developed some sentence sense. Writers in this .

group showed little evidence, however, of being able to vary len-

"
,:guage forms. quite'often their stories were chirecterited by

Monotonous primer style.

The authors* the best stories showed an understanding

of simple, compaund, and complex sentence!, as well as the ability'

'to use a varletyAf sentence lengths, beginnings, and typee. How

'ever, they were not always able to use sentences to eephasise mean

ing or subordinate ideas in a variety of ways. As a retult their

-stories sounded stilted in parts.

Contempolery authorestress the importance of using a, - :
,

variety of sentences to stag ideas accurately, efflotivily, and
- . . .



....

4 .
fluently. An' xaminition of the best stories .showed that olii14

of this ago should be made more aware of him to connect and sub-

ordinate ideas for smOother presentation and how to ueAentendes

. to.emphaeise meaning.
-

- - , .

..v..
c 4,

Therefore, the highest rating initrmeture wo410trees'
- 1,:-..

,

the use of a variety of sentences to state ideae effectively, flu.,

ently, and accurately.

Wording of the,Revised Scale

BAnce,the purpose of the scale was instruction4 as
;

as functional, it was necessary. to word thmacAlein a way that

Would help Children see vocabulary, elaboration, OrganiaatiOnland.--:

structure- not AS distinct categories important in'the4r own right

but rather as interlocking components which Ontribute to eftecl.

woe

tive.writinge It was necessary, then, to define .seffeCtive writing*

in terms children could understand and use. Because of the $mpor-

tame of Creating a sense of audience, it was decided to think of

'effective writing as writing that was interesting and understand-

able to the reader and to link each item on the scale to the Part

it played in accomplishing this.

-In each section of the scale care was taken to choose words.

that woul". hel) raters use the eca.le as objectively as possible.

Although it was realizedwthat expressions such as 'flacks over-all
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-- .. . . .

_.

''-

.:,' il0.1,eXceIleno "dote la are inadequate or overdone," "ideas atm
'',--- . ,

.

-; . .

-Pborly,arranged;" *sentences emphasise author's meaning" mould_;

have to be explain4 by the:Progriaj,eare was tw"A.11 tik !lewd the

, . '-=.'

scaleto that once she children learned the moaning:of:theie '+,,,,

.

terms they could use the eCtie.without referral: to the prograc',

Voca bu34 %v.

Vocabulary was defined as "the use of igfords to express a

,partiOUlar thought 0.104;0 The value of. using precise wording

was stated as "exact words paint vivid icturoe." The need to use

sense words was stated as "words help the, reader use his.seneas."

The importance, of using synonyms was expretted,a3 "synonyms prp$

ire variety and interest." UnusUal expressions, word combina

'tions, and comparisons were cited 'for the test and color they add

The different ratingOon the Vocabulary aCale were Offined

on the basis of how consistently and effectively word, and ex,

Pressions were used to create vivid impressions for the reader.

A story deserving a 3 rating would have "a variety of new and ins::

teresting words and, expressions." A 2 story would haVe,"seme 00'

of new and.intereeting words an0 expressions." "A few interesty

ing words but liyle variety of word choice" chsraoterimed the

rating. A 0 story was descreted as having, only ice Ammo, overworked,

.
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nteresting d41.wordsi*,

The importance of -An abumdancegf ideas'wasA16e' abated

in terms of reader involvement. Elaboration was defined as "an..

abundance of related Idehs.whiCh flow emoothly'from Pne,idea:to

next," A 3 story was described as one. in which the reader

, :able to "see, hear, and feel what the author intends." It in7

':cluded details that "make people, places, and events come alive

*1.,that "make`. the reader feel what the characters feel," that: are

sufficiently vivid to "creat, an iMpression,Olithe reader."

A story rated 2 was described as one in which "ideas fail

to make in impression on the reader. A l story, in which much

more detail and many more ideas were needed,:was described as one
,

irk which "ideis are94metimes confusing and hard to follow," "in-

portant questions are left unanswered." A 0 story was one in

which "ideas are.notelear or easy to follow.*

Organization

Organization was defined as' "the arran.06entof ideas in

order. " In the description of the.3 rating, the importance of

logical arrangement of ideas wad expressed as "the arrangement of

ideas in a way that 0 interesting and easy to follow.! A 2 rating'
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.

aCidq4ned haVing,ideas that were "poorly arrenged*:Or !action

.that rambles without` reaching a climoXi*- A 1 MtOrY)oke-desOtilbeat

having "many irrelevant events," *a,week beginifng al4 /or ends

A 0 story was one in which a iMibled arranment of ideas

.gave the reader an "Over-all impression of disorder."

Structure

Structure was defined as "the way in whiCh language forms

are used to convey meaning," The importance of using a variety

of language forms to state ideas accurately, effectively, end flAO.

ently was emphasized by describing stories'in terms of how they

would sound when read aloud. A 3 rated story could be "read aloud

lith ease." Furthermore, it could be read aloud with expression

because sentences emphasized the author's mlaning. A 2 story

sounded "stiff or uneven when read aloild.* In additions entences

only sometimes emphasized the author's meaning. The poor sentence

sense common to 1 stories was translated into "ideas are sin!tigds

difficult to understand," "monotonous primer style," "story is

difficult to read aloud." The lack of sentence sense found in the

weakest stories was stated as "meaning is.unolear or absurd,"

"story sounds.confused or senseless when read aloud."



Comparison pf the nderson Seale and the Revised Scale

Foraat of the Scaled

Both the Anderson Scale and the BeYised,$0.10 Were

tive scales for rating children's ccepOsitiops, EaCh-0041e con

stated of four Categories held to be important components of writ-

ing. Each category had a numerical value of 0, 1, 2, and

corresponded to the terms poor, fair, good,, and i*cellent.

maximum score for both scales was twelve points.

Purposes of the Scales

3 which-

The

The Anderson 'Scale was constructed for the purpose of

helping teachers and researchers evaluate children's compositions.

It was hoped that teachers could use the scale to check their in-

structional effectiveness and to diagnose children's writing

strengths and weakneises. Researchers, on the other hand, could

use the scale to judge the results of their educational expert-

ment s

The Revised Scale was constructed to be used by children

to rate their own compositions and those of other children. it

was hoped that teaching children the components and use of a de-.

. .

scriptiVe scale would result in the improvement of cceposition.



CiAtegOrieS of the SCalis
% -

i . . . ,... . .

T!* eateglies .01' the. Anderson Salliiiirs.Origin laity,'
anizatiOn, Elabenstive Writing, and Vocabulary. These catiel

giries and the items listed under 4gch,Category were consictered'T-

-.,,impartant by contemporary authors. The following definitions..

were used:

o

. Originality: "An original 6mPosition contains

usual - thoughts and /or unique arrangements of ordinary

words to give freshness to a common word, 3

Oolcabulaz'y: "Use of ideas to express a particular

thought or idea .112

. Organization: . the sequential arrangement of

ideas.-
.3

4. Elaborative Writing: ". . . an abundance, of appro..

priately related ideas fluently expressed.*4

The categories of the Revised* le are Vocabulary, Elab7

oration, Organization, and Structure. These were defined as

follows:

1
Anderson et al.,,tonstruotion ind Evaluatign of a Scala

for Creative Writing,* p. 127.

2lbid., p. 134.

3
Ibid., p. 135. .10

4
Ibid., p.



,,
. -

.

Vemabkilary is the use of worda:tn,exPreSeaimrticuIar

thought or idea.-

ElabOrationie.an ObundanCec6ilatedLideie Which:

flow smoothly froi one idea to the neXt...

Organimaifon'is the;' arrangement of ideas in order.'

Structure is thelwaY4snguege OrMS are Uted.to COnVey

meaning,

, The Structure,Component
of the Revised Stale. .

The categories of the Revised Seale were ChOsenakter

'reyiew of literature and an analysis` of chilirenis'writing., A404

On this investigation, it was decided to eliminate the category; of

.

-Originality found in the AnderSon Scale and replace it by Structure.,:

At first, the authors of the Anderson Seale considered 'sen-

tence structure to be an elementof creative writing, but later de.

aided that . . sentence structure was a quantitative, mechanical

aid to writing and not really indicative of creativity."1

It is the authorts opinion that structure is an essential

element of all writing. To write creatively the child needs ideas

he wishes to express and a way to dO so. Without a minimal knowl,'

edge of language formsl'the.child cannot express himself at all.

With knowledge of only a few language.formi, the child is limited*,
do

Ibid., P. 61.



. .

in 44,choiO4 of expreSeiOn.

creativity or originalipd.Furthermore, based on her ex 0404 iy

With children, the author fait that children in thejOdd grades

`suffer less frOmA lack of originality than from a lack of re-

source's with which to express their originality effectivelY. It

7,9

should also be noted that much of Originality as found

Anderson Scale has become part.of the VocabularY, Elaboration,.

and Organization sections of the Revised Se".

4

Wording of the Scales:

The Anderson Scale was worded'in terms designed-to help

teachers and researchers look for various components of good.Writ

ing. Terminology such as "plot," "metaphor," and "simile" was-,

used. Sometimes one sentence was used to desoribe an entire rating..

The Revised Scale, on the other hand, was worded so that

it could be used by children. Ideas were expressed in ways de-

signed to help children realize that writing must be interesting

to a readei, and to show them how to use vocabulary, elaboration,

organization, and structure to improve their writing. Specific

terminology was not used. Instead, each item.was listed in wordS

that described its lunction'ika story that wa6, interesting and

understandable tethe reader. For instance, what the Anderstn

Scale listed as "colorful, picturesque, effective similes anO/or
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'NIrs was stated in heReVised Scale i'"Uniteual expree4*

word combinatitne, and comparlsOns addeat and color,

the story."
s

I n the Anderstl.n Scale, the 2 rating forplaboriiiiii,

cr
64-. Is described as f011ows: "Ideas which are clam andiloW.
.

aeocithly but,lack full development because of incomplete, treat * -

_:,mehtok the subject."
2 .

In the Revised Scale, the 2 rating in Elaboratiookis_as.

followps

Ideas are clear but fail to make an impression on the
reader. -.

Ideas follow each other easily and naturally'but lack
punch.

Some details help the reader use his feelings."
Some ideas are fully developed.
Some details are either inadequate or oversione,'

in the Anderson Scale, the 3 rating in Organization

described as follows:
/

"Continuity and logically clear arrangement of reievant
thoughts.

y,
_.No irrelevant details.

Build-up of ideas exactly-suitable to express mood of story.
liain idea fully exprested.

Ail minor,ideas'supporting'major. idea."
3

In the Revised Scale, the 3 rating in Organization re.;
4

floote,the organizational needs of middle grade

A4* in terms that are educational as viell as descriptiVei..
A. 'I

: 1 2
314'0,1;4 S.--ibid., p. 134.. ..,



i0e4/ ar$ arranged in iloiy ttiakIntpriot**44.14$0
to f011OW. ,

Events are-told in ,logical
.A main idea ties all story.parts 'tbgethark
The beginning captures interest. -

Action builds to a climax.

The conclusion sums up the story
No irrelevant details,.

Estimating the Relisbility of the.Retlieed 'Scale
,<

Training the Riters ,

_ . , _

in order to determine an estimate of 'reliability_ for the

Revised Scale, a practice-session was held in which three adults

were trained as raters. Childrents stories were duplicated so. .

that all raters would be judging the 1381)% stories. The raters

,med,4e component of the scale at a time and graduAlly worked up

the point where they could use all four components of the scale.:.

During the practice 'session, the Asters worked independerst4_b4t

:discussed all-differences of opinion thoroughly. At the end Of

the session, the raters used-all four components of the scald: and

rated six_ stories. There was no disoussioh at thiis point.
_ ., .

Reliability among raters for- each compomht of the !wale,'
4

'as well as for the sCale.as a-whole, was determined by. tieing Ebel's -_.

',formula for intraclass correlation, which is as to/louts_

J. P. Guilidird, Ps hometrio
goOraw-18.11

r1 i41

« :

-4.1 Neil Voirkl
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variance foritew t,-;/am7e,for (or error)
variance for items judged

:unbar of katers

Estinate of Reliability for She Revised:104U

Table shovs the estimate of

Scale as a whole.

TAME 1

ESTIMA1E OF RELIABILITY A)13140 RATERS, (E1103).

FOR THE REVISED SCALE

i=11111111011111=4. 01M11111001M1=111millwil.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares Varisnoc-

prom ittms judge0

From raters

From ransinder

133.0 5 26.6

.8' 2

7.2 10 '.72,
141 17

. r u .97

. .

Using Sbelos forpula for into:tallies correlation 4nd-th4

datft- in Table 1, the following calculatiorus wire made:
.

26.6 - . 497.
26,6

Fro^ these figures it can be sinferred that the raliabiltity:of
1

p

.Revieed Scale bras to foie order of .94_

Ct.



Estimate of Reliability for the Vocebulery'Qesiponent.-
of the 'Revised Scale

1 . . .

An estimate of reliability wae' determined:11o* the yoceb:: 1_ r.

component; of the Revised SCale. This is:shoWn in',Tribie 2:-

ESTIMATE OP RELIABILITY MONO RhTeRs (N=3).
FOR THE VOCABULARY C0MFONENT OF THLREVISED SCALE

Source of Variation 'Sum of Squares df Variance

From iten4 judged 26.5 S .4.1

From raters. .3 2

From remainder 1.7 10 .17

Total 22.5 17

From the data in Table 2 an intraclass correlation was

computed as follows!

- .17r = '4.1
%

'roe this figure it can be inferred that, the reliability of the

_abu.la.ry component of theRevise$1.Scale was in the.Ozder of
.

-

Vic;



I
ititnstd of Reliability for the'Elabonstion.COmpOierit,

Of-the ReV31 lex3 Scale,

e estimate of reliability for .the. elabOiation'easiorent

Revised Scale, its show;i;;:Ta...ble

4

ESTIXATE or RELIABILITY AMMO PATERS ($.3)
FOR THE ELABORATION COMFONaNti OF THE REVIVSCALS

Source of Variation Sum of Squsres df-

'Prom items judges

Prom raters

From remainder

Total

8.28

.45

2.22

I

5.

'An intraclass Correlation was computed from the, data iii

Table -3 as follows* `,. _

t a lAI4'.Jag 22 .07

. - . .

Taking: the A4raplaes correlation as an estimate of reliabikity,

it may 'said that the reliability* of tik, elabOittiPn ccetPoht4

...: 0 the ReVised Seale was in the order e 407.
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Estiiite of Reliability for; the Organisatiori Ccesponant,,
of the Revised Scale

. '

Table- 4 shows the estimate ,isf reliability for4he o
.ccepOnent c,f the. Revised Sci

TAME 4

ESTIME OP RELIABILITY AMMO RMERS,61-3)
FOR THE CRIREIZAT/014 OOMPONENT °F'11 REVISED SCALE.

Source of Variation Sum of Squares cif Variance

rrat the data in Table 4 an intracless correlation wa.
CONTAItlaa as follows:

.62 - .12
.81

Pros' thi.fe it can be inferred that the reliability of the

tion 4,0;44 of the Reyised Scale watt in the order of 01.-2



I

Eetimatd of Reliability for the Strp.otWrO ,90100hols!tv

of the Revised ,Scale
.

77 iv

Iti estimate of reliability fol. the et
V

9f the Revised Scale-ie shown in' Tabls4'S.

41.

ESTIMATE. br REL/ABILTTY.ANDRO RATERS (N14)-!-- ;.

FoR THE 'STRICTURE COMPONERT,Or THEirISCS.SCALS'.

TABIS

Source of Variation dUm of Squares , df Variance

-From items judged 10

'Pr raters

From remainder 2,67 10

Total 12 17

Using the data in Table S an intraolass correlation We

r ,87

determined as f9llovss

r a j m

From this it can be inferred that the reliability of the strupturi

ctoconent of the ,Revised Scale wile in the ordo of 47,

Thus) the estimated reliability of the four coOponante of

.

the Revised scale rayed from 4' to p96, With a total-4410W

yftliability of



Sager Writing Scale*

VOCAAuLAAi:

OSFD-
_

Vocabulary is. tie use of words to eirpress,a P4irtiatIlmr t

-idea.

PAW 31 A variety of new and interesting words sndCCs4Arieons
.create vivid, impressions.

Words help the reader use his senses.

Synonyms provide variety and interest:

Exact words paint vivid pictures.

Unusual expressions, word combinations, and'comparisoni.

add zest and color to the story.

BATE 2t. Words are adequately descriptive and exact but lack

over -all excellence.

.Some words are descriptive end 000.

Some use of new and interesting

Some variety of word choice.

Some vivid words and comperisoni.

I ,

kAmit A few interesting words but little variety of . wot 00:
Uses vague general words more ofte'n 440:000.004:4
!0/4.4#criPtiVO or picture wero's of pWrikieoy,

Te 6s Only commpn$ overwor4d'woris witOe'Velipitsk wOf o04

choice. ' ,

OinterestingitiCidei

Oe
Adapted:Ikon 'the -Andersen, S4alei *tit

teachers' -reduiti



DEFINITION
"-

Elaboration is

roar one idem,to the.nextl,

A variety of related ideas helps the ieeii4 see, herr,
and feel what the author intends* -'

. -

Details make people, places,, and /or events come alive..

Details make the reader feel what the charecters'feel,,,

bOtailS and ideas create an impression on the readers_ .

All ideas are fully developed.

xdeas follow each other easily and naturally.

Ideas are clear but fail to make an impression on the

roderi:

Ideas follow each other easily and naturally but lack

Some details help the reader use his lollop.

*me ideas are fully developed.

0000 detailp are either inadequate or eVerdone.,

t *oh more detail is needed.

Ideas are sometimes confusing and hard to follOw

RATE
-

Details are often inadequate.

Important questions are left unanswered.

4

Ideas are not olear or easy to follow.

jto details.

Ideas are suggested but nem:Carried Out.'

Ideas are-jumbled andOr unconnected.
it
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Organisation is the-arrangement of ideas in oider.

Ideas are arranged in a way that is interesting
easy to follow.

Events are told in lOgical order.

A main idea,ties all story parts together.

The beginning captures interest.

Action builds to
The conclusion sums up the story.
No errelevant details.

RATE 2s There is a main idea, but some events are poorly arranged.:-

Some events are told out of order.

A main idea ties ell story parts together.

A good beginning, and conclusion, but action rambles with-
out reaching a climax.

No irrelevant details..
RATS4t A main idea but many irrelevant events.

Many event are out of order.

Weak beginning and /or ending.

PATI g overall impression Of disorder because Of juabled
arrangement of ideas.

There is no main idea or pair to the story.'

there no beginning), sicid4.0 end.

_ -Many irrelevant detaile.



,. DEFINITION

structure is the way in whidh language forms are.lisid,t0 *owe.
meaning.

ex

imu

RATE 1: A variety:of sentences which state ideas accurately
effectively,, and fluently.

Each sentence is complete.

Sentences emphasise author's meaning.

A variety of sentences is used.

The story can be read aloud with east.

RAVE Sentences state ideas accurately but,not
effectively or fluently.

A1iost all sentences are complete.

Some variety of sentences Used.

Sentences sometimes emphasize AU,thor"0 Moaning,

Parts of the story sound stiff or uneven when helpi:alo-

Ideas are sometimes difficult to underitapd.

Some sentences are complete,

Some tun-on sentences and sentence

Little variety of sentences,-

OPPOt0o00 primer at00#'1

Story is difficult to .read aloud.

AVM:Os:Meaning is undleat or abiUrch

'Few sentences are complete.

Many omissions and sentence fragments.

No variety *sentences.
.

Story sounds confused Ohd senseless when raid aloud.



Otia.to the purpoes of thimeudY.*arS

adap4tion of the Anderson: Scale -so that-iier.oUldbe Uted*ohil;.

-,,-:OrOn.-.:Prier to the construction of the scale, the following 404i-
=

siOns WOre made:

The scale woud:be geared to the improvement; of Ohli

dranoi stories. It was felt that a program based on story writing:

would satisfy the definitiOn Of creative writing adopted for: this

! %

investigatio'n and be able to incorpOrate pedagogical, OathOOS con.:

sidered important influences in the improveMent of writing.

'2. The format of he Revised Scalewould be similar 10

. that of the Anderson Scale. That is, the Revised Scale would be

a four-point descriptive scale consisting of 'four components.

The ratings within each comp*** would have a numerical value of

1, 2y and 3. The four components would yield a maximmm

,

, of childrento stories. It would contain those items felt to be-.. ,

.- _, . .,

necessary end appropriate for iloprOpie compltion in the liddli..

..
i! grades.- e.

of twelve points.

3. The content of the scale wild be determined onthe

basis 0$ a review of contemporary literatUre and an examination'

Major teak, Involved iii the conetrUotionc4.the scale

_ -
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were the determination of the content and the wording of the scale.

Based on an examination of the' literature and ap*x4iat0:10',000

children's stories, vocabulary, elaboration, organization, and

, .

structure were 'selected as the four components of the Revised
'4

Scale. Each item on the scale reflected the views of contemporary

.writers and the author of this paper. Each component of the

scale included a'3 rating that would challenge:even the best

writers of this age. Also included in the ratings were examples

of error most commonly made by middle grade children so that

childreW6sing the scale would be made aware of what detracts

from effective composition.

The wording of the scale was designed to be instructional'

as well as operational. ./tems on the scale were expressed in ways

that would help children realizOthe function of vocebUlary, elabt;

oration, orgenieation, and'struCture in making writing interesting

and understandable to the reader. Cmre was also taken to choose

words that would help the rater use the scale as objectively and

independently as possible.

Although there are similarities between'the Anderson Scale

and the.Revised Scale, especially.in format, the purposes of the

scales necessitated certain differences. These differences are 04!-,

mdeiteqtN\in the vomenents and the wording* thA scales. A

major distinctionje the elimination of the Originality category



of thelinderson Scale and the oreation Of-the structure coMponen't

of the Revised Scale.

Upon completion Of the heviseclicelei_en-aetimite Of ter

liability for the scale as a whole as well as for eacbOtita4pur:

. components was computed by means of an intraclasecOrrel4tion.

,-.2.Three adults were trained as raters.'' After a praatic004100,

they rated six stories, The findings were as lollowsi

1. The reliability of the ReVised Scale, was in the, order.

of .97.

The reliability of the vocabulary component of the

Revised Scal4was in the order of

3. The reliability of the elaboration component of the

Revised Scale was in the order of 404

The reliability of the organisation component of the

Revised Scale was in the order of .81.

5. 'The reliability of the structure component of the

Revised Scale was in the order of Alr,

,Thus, it may be said that the estimated reliability pf the

.

Revieed.Scale ranged from_ .81 to .961 with a total estimated r$.
.

liability in the order of .97.

v -


